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The Jewish War Classics
It was quite remarkable. Lotz was not only invited to tour top-secret bases near the Suez Canal, but he was also granted access to airports where the Egyptians stationed their MIG fighter aircraft, ...
The Tale Of Israeli Spy Wolfgang Lotz – The Unsung Hero Of The Six-Day War
The Polish Jewish heroines chronicled by Judy Batalion threw off gender norms and ghetto constraints to resist Nazism, and sometimes survived to tell their stories.
Brave women fighting Nazis in ‘The Light of Days’
books of hasidic stories were in a tug-of-war with the literature of the Haskalah and with the modern, secular Yiddish and Hebrew literature that evolved from it.¹ Arguably, the growing popularity of ...
Imagining Holiness: Classic Hasidic Tales in Modern Times
Finding them in a trash bin saddened me. I couldn’t just put them back. Credit...Tonje Thilesen for The New York Times Supported by By David Margolick Mr. Margolick, a former reporter for The ...
These Sacred Jewish Books Were Abandoned. Could I Save Them?
During the war he fled via Lithuania and Sweden ... Lemkin evokes the classic imagery of the ruined Jewish cityscape. In his verse, dogs and pigs defile half-buried Jewish bones as a terrible ...
A Poem That Shows How to Remember the Holocaust
A small number of Jewish worshipers pray during the priestly blessing, a traditional prayer which usually attracts thousands of worshipers ...
The Need for Classic Liberal Values
The Princeton political scientist Michael Walzer’s classic book Exodus and Revolution ... It had a theological significance beyond the Jewish community. Around the same time, the Italian radical ...
Why the Exodus is the greatest story ever told
Either way, it would probably appear on most people’s short list of classic Ashkenazi foods ... And that’s when some enterprising Jewish businessmen moved in to fill the gefilte fish void. Shortly ...
The Secret Not-so-Jewish History of Gefilte Fish
What are the best classic movies on Netflix ... Brody stars as a Jewish pianist living in Poland during World War II. Just when it looks like Britain and France might save Poland when they ...
The 15 best classic movies on Netflix (April 2021)
The East Bay International Jewish Film Festival ... were given their first U.S. performances on the War Memorial Opera House stage in a 2015 double bill that was filmed and will now stream ...
Best Bets: New Takes On Old Classics
And so Zentelis spent four years unraveling the secret life of her grandmother Isabelle, which unfolds like a classic ... Jewish. Using her guile once again, she escaped. After the war she was ...
NYU Film Professor Learns her Grandmother Was a Spy Fighting the Nazis During WWII
Like most New Yorkers, I knew it was a classic Village shop ... “Murray Greenberg was a Jewish veteran of the Spanish Civil War.” By Getty Images The Abraham Lincoln Brigade: In 1938 ...
Is the legend of Murray’s Cheese only a myth?
Isi, who died at the age of 86 on Tuesday, was the classic Jewish father and grandfather ... who were engaged in the Cold War, both agreed on the State of Israel – it was the beginning of ...
Isi Leibler: A voice of moral clarity
His publications include The Jewish Enemy: Nazi Propaganda during World War II and the Holocaust (Harvard U. Press, 2006); Undeclared Wars with Israel: East Germany and the West German Far Left ...
IHRA to JDA: Definitions of Antisemitism in 2021
His devotion to Jews and Jewish causes was further amplified ... and he designed classic military badges and “Buy War Bonds” billboards that proliferated throughout the U.S. Eleanor Roosevelt ...
The Szyk-Bergson Connection
Either way, it would probably appear on most people’s short list of classic ... Jewish businessmen moved in to fill the gefilte fish void. Shortly before the Second World War, Sidney Leibner ...
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